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Discordance Between Pain and Radiographic Severity
in Knee Osteoarthritis

Findings From Quantitative Sensory Testing of Central Sensitization
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Objective. Radiographic measures of the patho-
logic changes of knee osteoarthritis (OA) have shown
modest associations with clinical pain. We sought to
evaluate possible differences in quantitative sensory
testing (QST) results and psychosocial distress profiles
between knee OA patients with discordant versus con-
gruent clinical pain reports relative to radiographic
severity measures.

Methods. A total of 113 participants (66.7% wom-
en; mean � SD age 61.05 � 8.93 years) with knee OA
participated in the study. Radiographic evidence of
joint pathology was graded according to the Kellgren/
Lawrence scale. Central sensitization was indexed
through quantitative sensory testing, including heat and
pressure–pain thresholds, tonic suprathreshold pain
(cold pressor test), and repeated phasic suprathreshold
mechanical and thermal pain. Subgroups were con-
structed by dichotomizing clinical knee pain scores
(median split) and knee OA grade scores (grades 1–2
versus 3–4), resulting in 4 groups: low pain/low knee OA
grade (n � 24), high pain/high knee OA grade (n � 32),
low pain/high knee OA grade (n � 27), and high
pain/low knee OA grade (n � 30).

Results. Multivariate analyses revealed signifi-
cantly heightened pain sensitivity in the high pain/low
knee OA grade group, while the low pain/high knee OA
grade group was less pain-sensitive. Group differences
remained significant after adjusting for differences on
psychosocial measures, as well as age, sex, and race.

Conclusion. The results suggest that central sen-
sitization in knee OA is especially apparent among
patients with reports of high levels of clinical pain in the
absence of moderate-to-severe radiographic evidence of
pathologic changes of knee OA.

Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common form of
arthritis and is characterized by joint degeneration and
chronic, sometimes severely disabling pain. Standard
objective assessment of pathologic changes in the joint is
typically accomplished via radiography to evaluate the
presence of osteophytes and joint space narrowing.
Radiographic evidence, however, has been shown to
have variable predictive validity as a marker of subjec-
tive clinical pain, with some population-based studies
reporting weak correlations between the two (1–3) and
others reporting strong correlations (4,5). The use of
more advanced imaging techniques, such as magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), has not clarified the source of
pain in OA (6). Some investigations have found that
psychological factors, such as depression and anxiety,
may partially explain the apparent discordance between
objective measures and subjective pain reports (7).
However, it is unlikely that such wide variability in
population estimates can be attributed to psychological
factors alone.

Theorists have therefore proffered that the dis-
crepancy between pain and radiographic changes may be
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explained by the propensity of some OA patients to
develop sensitized central nociceptive circuits that en-
hance pain during various states of peripheral tissue
insult (8,9). This abnormality, known as central sensiti-
zation, is a maladaptive nociceptive process involving
complex pain-amplifying neuroplastic alterations at mul-
tiple levels of the neuraxis (10). Since central sensitiza-
tion is correlated with activation of neural circuits that
are implicated in the descending facilitation of pain (11)
and is therefore a risk factor for the development and
maintenance of chronic pain (12), it is important to
identify which patients exhibit abnormal responses to
relevant painful stimuli.

Hip OA patients with referred pain have been
shown to demonstrate hyperalgesia on quantitative sen-
sory testing (QST) in the areas of referred pain, and
these psychophysical responses correlate with functional
MRI signals in areas associated with central pain mod-
ulation, including the anterior cingulate cortex (13).
Knee OA patients have been shown to vary in local and
diffuse sensitization on QST as a function of reports of
clinical pain (14). Further, those reporting severe pain,
but not those reporting mild pain, are more sensitive to
local pressure stimulation than are healthy controls (14).
Together, these findings show that central processes
underlie a portion of the variability in the experience of
pain in OA and suggest that simple clinical and experi-
mental tools may be applied to identify those most at
risk.

Recent reviews highlight the utility of multisite
assessment of pain thresholds, assessment of responses
to repeated noxious stimuli (e.g., temporal summation),
and evaluation of sensitivity to tonic noxious stimulation
as indices of sensitization within the central nervous
system (15,16). However, to our knowledge, no study
has yet investigated variances in response to QST be-
tween groups of knee OA patients who differ with
regard to the relative congruence of clinical pain reports
and radiographic disease severity. Woolf (16) has noted
that the degree of sensitization in OA patients correlates
with clinical pain reports but not with radiographic
findings, and he suggested that further study of this
potential mismatch may help to illuminate individual
differences in OA-related symptoms. If subgroups of
knee OA patients identified by common symptom pro-
files can be characterized as having more or less central
sensitization, we may be able to better target clinical
care, and we may gain a better understanding of factors
that contribute to vulnerability or resilience to develop-
ing central sensitization over time.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate

whether subgroups of knee OA patients defined by the
relative congruence of clinical pain and radiographic
severity differed on QST measures of central sensitiza-
tion, after controlling for the potential contribution of
psychological factors. We hypothesized that knee OA
patients with self reports of elevated levels of clinical
pain in the absence of moderate-to-severe radiographic
evidence of pathologic changes of knee OA would be
hypersensitive to QST measures of central sensitization.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Study participants. The data from the current study
were taken from a larger parent study designed to examine the
efficacy of different psychosocial treatments for pain and
insomnia in knee OA patients with and without insomnia
(Smith MT, et al: manuscript in preparation). The data
presented here were taken exclusively from the baseline as-
sessment. Participants were 113 men (n � 38) and women (n �
75) who met the American College of Rheumatology (ACR)
criteria for knee OA (17). Participants were recruited via
advertisements in community media outlets and phys-
icians’ offices. To be included in the study, participants had to
meet the ACR criteria for knee OA, as diagnosed by a board
certified rheumatologist (UJH) based on the patient’s history,
physical examination, and radiographic (bilateral standing and
semiflexion views) findings; have a score of at least 1 on the
Kellgren/Lawrence scale in one or both knees; and have knee
pain scored �2 on a 10-point scale on a near-daily basis (�4
days/week) for at least 6 months prior to entering the study, as
determined during clinical interview.

Patients with serious medical illnesses, such as conges-
tive heart failure, history of cerebrovascular accidents, cancer,
or other chronic pain or rheumatic disorders, or joint replace-
ment were excluded. Subjects were also excluded if they were
diagnosed as having severe or unstable psychopathology, cog-
nitive impairment/dementia, current substance abuse disorder,
or positive findings on toxicology screening.

Study participants agreed to discontinue all pain-
relieving and sedative medications 24 hours prior to pain
testing. A majority of the study patients (76%) had been
diagnosed as having insomnia, which is only slightly higher
than the general OA population estimates (18).

Procedures. All participants completed an informed
consent form, were administered a battery of questionnaires,
and underwent clinical interviews and bilateral knee radiogra-
phy. A subsequent visit included a knee examination con-
ducted by a rheumatologist (UJH). Clinical pain was assessed
with the Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteo-
arthritis Index (WOMAC) (19). Knees were graded by a
rheumatologist (UJH) using the Kellgren/Lawrence scale
(scores ranging from 0 � normal to 4 � severe) (20). Symp-
toms of anxiety (using the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory) (21),
depression (using the Center for Epidemiologic Studies De-
pression Scale) (22), pain catastrophizing (using the Pain
Catastrophizing Scale) (23), and sleep disturbance (using the
Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index) (24) were measured via self
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report. Participants additionally underwent a series of quanti-
tative sensory tests.

Quantitative sensory testing. Following precedent by
other groups of investigators (15,16,25) and our own work in
this field (26,27), we performed a multimodal assessment of
pain responses to assess central sensitization. QST included
sampling of pressure–pain thresholds (PPT) at affected and
unaffected anatomic sites and responses to both repeated and
sustained suprathreshold stimuli. PPT sampling was done first,
followed by repeated phasic mechanical stimuli, repeated
phasic thermal stimuli (order randomized for the repeated
phasic stimuli), and finally, the cold pressor test (CPT). No
participants dropped out of the study due to QST burden.

Central sensitization was operationalized in two ways
(see ref. 9): as hypersensitivity to suprathreshold measures
of repeated mechanical or thermal phasic pain, and as hyper-
sensitivity to QST measures at unaffected anatomic sites distal
to the index knee, including PPT at the trapezius and CPT.
The index knee was the knee in which OA had been diagnosed.
If OA was diagnosed in both knees, the participant was asked
to rate their pain in each, and the knee that was rated as more
painful was selected as the index knee for QST. If both knees
were rated equally painful, the index knee for QST was se-
lected randomly. To test group differences in the related phe-
nomenon of pain inhibitory processing, or conditioned pain
modulation (CPM) (28), we administered 2 competing noxious
stimuli at distal anatomic sites (the hand and the trapezius).

Determination of the pressure–pain threshold. PPT was
assessed via algometry (1-cm2 hard rubber probe; Somedic) 2
times at the trapezius muscle (bilaterally) and at the insertion
point of the quadriceps (index knee), according to standard
procedures (29). The mean PPT values (in kPa) were averaged
across trials.

Determination of mechanical phasic pain. Pain ratings
were gathered in response first to a single stimulus and then to
a sequence of 10 stimuli of identically weighted (256 mN)
punctate noxious probes applied on a flat contact area of
0.2 mm in diameter, separately, to the dorsal surface of the
middle finger (nondominant hand) and the patella (index
knee). The 10-stimulus train was delivered with an interstimu-
lus interval of 1 second, which was guided by a metronome.
Participants rated the stimuli from 0 (no pain) to 100 (worst
pain imaginable). The short interstimulus interval is designed
to induce temporal summation of pain, which is an indicator
of central sensitization. Average mechanical pain ratings were
calculated in order to index suprathreshold pain sensitivity to
the mechanical phasic stimuli. Similar procedures assessing
responses to repetitive suprathreshold noxious stimuli as an
index of central sensitization have been used in healthy sub-
jects (30) as well as to assess neuropathic pain (31,32). This
procedure was conducted with both a 256-mN and a 512-mN
probe. In an effort to reduce the number of measures included
for analysis, we chose to use the lowest stimulus for which an
increase in pain from the first to the tenth pulse was observed.
The 256-mN probe produced such an increase and was there-
fore included in the present analysis.

Determination of thermal phasic pain. Pain ratings
(0–100 scale) were gathered in response to each of 10 heat
pulses of equal temperature (51°C) applied to the nondomi-
nant dorsal forearm by a 9-cm2 probe attached to a Medoc
Contact Heat-Evoked Potential Stimulator (33). If a partici-

pant discontinued the test prior to the tenth pulse, the last pain
rating was carried forward. To index suprathreshold pain
sensitivity to the thermal phasic stimuli, an average of the 10
pain ratings was calculated for each participant. This proce-
dure was conducted at both 49°C and 51°C. Again, we chose to
include the lowest stimulus for which an increase in pain was
observed from the first to the tenth pulse across all subjects.
The 51°C, but not the 49°C, stimulus produced such an
increase and was therefore included in the analysis of group
differences in suprathreshold thermal phasic pain. This temper-
ature has been used in prior studies of repeated thermal
stimulation (34).

Determination of suprathreshold sensitivity to tonic pain.
Pain ratings were assessed with the CPT. Participants im-
mersed the nondominant hand in a circulating water bath
maintained at �4°C. A total of 2 immersions lasting for a
maximum of 45 seconds were conducted. Participants were
permitted to remove their hand prior to the completion of the
trial if the pain became intolerable. Pain ratings on a scale of
0–100 were obtained immediately after participants removed
their hand from the water. An average of pain ratings was
calculated across the 2 trials.

Conditioned pain modulation. Two PPT readings (in
kPa) were obtained bilaterally from the trapezius muscle
immediately prior to the hand submersion test in the first CPT.
Immediately upon hand withdrawal in the first CPT trial, a
PPT reading was obtained on the trapezius muscle. The same
procedure was conducted after the second CPT trial, obtaining
a reading for the contralateral trapezius muscle. To index the
CPM, the 2 PPT values obtained following each of the CPT
trials were averaged and then divided by the average of the 2
baseline PPT readings. Resulting CPM index values �1 reflect
pain inhibition through diffuse noxious inhibitory controls,
which has been shown to be centrally mediated through lower
brainstem functioning (28).

Statistical analysis. Subgroups were constructed ac-
cording to a dichotomous division of WOMAC knee pain
scores (median split: low pain �4.22 versus high pain �4.22)
and Kellgren/Lawrence scores (grades 1–2 versus 3–4), result-
ing in 4 groups: low pain/low knee OA grade (n � 24), high
pain/high knee OA grade (n � 32), low pain/high knee OA
grade (n � 27), and high pain/low knee OA grade (n � 30).
This grouping variable was then entered as a factor in 4
separate multivariate general linear models. Multivariate gen-
eral linear modeling was chosen as the primary analytic
framework because it allows for the testing of multiple depen-
dent variables in a single model, which has the effect of
partialling out covariance between the dependent variables
and reducing Type I error. The first model tested group
differences in the following psychosocial variables: pain cata-
strophizing, sleep disturbance, anxiety symptoms, and depres-
sion symptoms. The second model tested group differences in
QST measures at affected sites proximal to the index knee:
mechanical phasic pain at the patella and PPT at the quadri-
ceps muscle. The third model tested group differences in QST
measures at unaffected sites distal to the index knee: mechan-
ical phasic pain at the finger, thermal phasic pain at the
forearm, PPT at the trapezius, and CPT pain. A fourth uni-
variate model tested group differences in CPM.

All models were run with age, race, and sex included as
a priori covariates, since each of these variables has been
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shown in previous studies to explain individual differences in
QST measures (35). Because of the high rate of insomnia in
the sample, sleep disturbance and psychosocial variables were
tested as covariates in all QST models. Significance of the
multivariate tests was evaluated using Wilks’ �. To minimize
the chance of detecting spurious group differences, we used
the “protected t-test” procedure, whereby tests of group dif-
ferences in individual dependent variables within the multi-
variate set were interpreted only if the omnibus test was
significant (36). Additionally, we corrected for multiple com-
parisons with Dunnett’s procedure (37), which applies a
post hoc correction by comparing a reference group to all
other groups. This correction method was appropriate because
our hypotheses designated the high pain/low knee OA grade
group a priori as the group of interest. Further, the protected
t-test approach coupled with Dunnett’s procedure was prefer-
able to the more conservative Bonferroni correction, which
limits power, biases alpha, and increases Type II errors when
measures are correlated (38). Finally, we present partial �2

estimates of effect size (i.e., percentage of variance explained)
to aid in the interpretation of results. All analyses were
conducted in SPSS version 19 software.

RESULTS

Demographic characteristics and descriptive sta-
tistics. Table 1 presents the demographic characteristics
of the study sample of patients with knee OA. The
majority of participants were female (66.7%) and Cau-
casian (62.4%), although African Americans were well-
represented (35%). Seventy-six percent of the patients
had comorbid insomnia, with the highest incidence
(93.5%) observed among the high pain/low knee OA
grade group and the lowest incidence (55.6%) observed
among the low pain/high knee OA grade group.

Table 2 presents descriptive statistics for the
primary study variables across the 4 pain/knee OA
subgroups. Bivariate correlations of the primary study
variables are shown in Table 3.

Pain/knee OA grade subgroup differences in
psychosocial measures. The omnibus multivariate test of
pain/knee OA grade group membership on psychosocial

Table 1. Characteristics of the study patients with knee OA*

Low pain/low
knee OA grade

(n � 24)

High pain/high
knee OA grade

(n � 32)

Low pain/high
knee OA grade

(n � 27)

High pain/low
knee OA grade

(n � 30)
Total

(n � 113)

Age, mean � SD years 62.04 � 9.29 61.62 � 9.63 63.81 � 8.62 57.23 � 7.07 61.05 � 8.93
% female 68 79.4 48.1 67.7 66.7
Race, %

African American 32 41.2 22.2 41.9 35
Caucasian 68 55.9 74.1 54.8 62.4

% college graduates 68 38.2 77.8 35.5 55.6
Employment, %

Employed 52 26.4 37 51.6 41.1
Retired 28 52.9 51.9 29 41
Unemployed 20 20.6 11.1 19.3 17.9

% with annual income �$50,000 56.5 45.1 59.2 25 45.8
BMI, mean � SD kg/m2 27.81 � 4.11 33.59 � 6.11 30.89 � 5.82 30.68 � 5.73 30.94 � 5.85
OA duration, mean � SD years 6.15 � 5.59 6.91 � 4.81 6.93 � 5.46 6.00 � 6.24 6.53 � 5.43
% with insomnia 72 79.4 55.6 93.5 76.1

* OA � osteoarthritis; BMI � body mass index.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for primary study measures, by study group*

Low pain/low
knee OA grade

High pain/high
knee OA grade

Low pain/high
knee OA grade

High pain/low
knee OA grade

Pressure–pain threshold, trapezius, kPa 395.51 � 208.65 315.59 � 110.69 434.58 � 144.76 321.07 � 120.44
Cold pressor test, pain (range 0–100) 69.85 � 24.55 76.66 � 27.10 68.80 � 16.90 75.68 � 22.51
Mechanical phasic stimuli, finger (range 0–100) 28.33 � 28.77 31.00 � 24.47 24.48 � 18.25 44.31 � 30.40
Thermal phasic stimuli, arm (range 0–100) 72.77 � 23.84 70.64 � 30.68 63.66 � 21.50 83.65 � 18.53
Mechanical phasic stimuli, patella (range 0–100) 30.54 � 30.64 37.47 � 29.84 22.32 � 19.90 44.59 � 33.33
Pressure–pain threshold, quadriceps, kPa 560.63 � 250.29 444.84 � 185.61 616.10 � 225.13 439.07 � 228.15
Conditioned pain modulation index 1.27 � 0.25 1.27 � 0.31 1.25 � 0.23 1.23 � 0.19
Pain catastrophizing (range 0–56) 12.04 � 12.07 14.03 � 11.24 8.52 � 7.25 20.89 � 12.11
Sleep disturbance (range 0–21) 9.08 � 4.76 10.41 � 4.56 7.44 � 4.56 12.19 � 4.74
Anxiety symptoms (range 20–80) 30.65 � 8.83 33.36 � 8.45 28.26 � 7.69 35.77 � 11.63
Depression symptoms (range 0–60) 10.17 � 8.83 14.37 � 8.87 6.93 � 6.50 15.41 � 9.46

* Values are the mean � SD. OA � osteoarthritis.
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function measures was significant (Wilks’ � F[12,290] �
1.79, P � 0.049, partial �2 � 0.07), with significant
effects on pain catastrophizing (F[3,109] � 4.61, P �

0.005, partial �2 � 0.12), sleep disturbance (F[3,109] �
4.13, P � 0.008, partial �2 � 0.11), and symptoms of
depression (F[3,109] � 3.67, P � 0.015, partial �2 � 0.10),

Figure 1. Group differences on psychosocial variables as a function of high versus low pain and high versus low knee osteoarthritis grade (KG).
Estimated marginal means for between-group differences in A, pain catastrophizing (measured with the Pain Catastrophizing Scale), B, sleep
disturbance (measured with the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index), C, depression symptoms (measured with the Center for Epidemiologic Studies
Depression Scale), and D, anxiety symptoms (measured with the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory) are presented. Values are the estimated marginal
mean � SEM. � � P � 0.05 for the indicated comparisons and versus all other groups in A; �� � P � 0.01 for the indicated comparisons.

Table 3. Correlations of primary study measures

Measure

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 Pressure–pain threshold, trapezius 1 �0.18 �0.37* �0.25* �0.36* 0.77* �0.17 �0.14 �0.21† �0.18 �0.26*
2 Cold pressor test, pain 1 0.39* 0.46* 0.45* �0.25* �0.07 0.19† 0.10 0.06 0.17
3 Mechanical phasic stimuli, finger 1 0.57* 0.74* �0.44* 0.00 0.19† 0.08 0.10 0.19†
4 Thermal phasic stimuli, arm 1 0.58* �0.30* 0.00 0.11 0.07 0.03 0.13
5 Mechanical phasic stimuli, patella 1 �0.41* �0.06 0.19 0.15 0.15 0.14
6 Pressure–pain threshold, quadriceps 1 �0.09 �0.19 �0.19 �0.26* �0.30*
7 Conditioned pain modulation 1 �0.06 �0.01 0.05 0.03
8 Pain catastrophizing 1 0.46* 0.50* 0.46*
9 Sleep disturbance 1 0.42* 0.60*
10 Anxiety symptoms 1 0.63*
11 Depression symptoms 1

* P � 0.01.
† P � 0.05.
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and a marginal, nonsignificant effect observed for symp-
toms of anxiety (P � 0.06).

The estimated marginal means for each group,
with statistical significance of post hoc contrasts between
groups, are shown in Figure 1. The high pain/low knee
OA grade group reported significantly greater pain
catastrophizing than all other groups, significantly
greater sleep disturbance than both low pain groups,
and significantly higher anxiety and depression symp-
toms than the low pain/high knee OA grade group. All
contrasts survived Dunnett’s correction for multiple
comparisons.

Due to the significant between-group differences
in sleep and psychosocial functioning, these variables
were tested as covariates in the models for QST. None
of the sleep or psychosocial functioning variables were
statistically significant covariates in QST models, so they
were removed from the final models.

Pain/knee OA grade subgroup differences in
QST measures at affected sites. The results of the
omnibus multivariate test of pain/knee OA grade group
membership on QST measures at affected sites (i.e.,
proximal to the index knee) were not significant (Wilks’
� F[6,190] � 1.64, P � 0.14). Neither of the between-
subject tests of individual measures of PPT on the
quadriceps muscle and repeated punctate probes on the
patella was significant. Post hoc contrasts were not
interpreted because of the failure of this omnibus model
to reach significance.

Pain/knee OA grade subgroup differences in
QST measures at unaffected sites. The results of the
omnibus multivariate test of pain/knee OA grade group
membership on QST measures at unaffected sites (i.e.,
distal to the index knee) were significant (Wilks’ �
F[12,230] � 1.82, P � 0.04, partial �2 � 0.06). Between-
subject group effects were observed for mechanical

Figure 2. Group differences on quantitative sensory testing measures of central sensitization at unaffected sites distal to the index knee. Groups
were determined as a function of high versus low pain and high versus low knee osteoarthritis grade (KG). Estimated marginal means (� SEM) for
between-group differences in A, mechanical phasic pain severity in the finger, B, thermal phasic pain severity in the forearm, C, pressure–pain
threshold in the trapezius muscle, and D, cold pressor pain severity are shown. � � P � 0.05 for the indicated comparisons and versus all other groups
in A.
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phasic pain in the finger (F[3,98] � 3.45, P � 0.02,
partial �2 � 0.10) and for thermal phasic pain in the
forearm (F[3,98] � 2.95, P � 0.04, partial �2 � 0.09).
The tests for group effects on cold pressor pain and
trapezius PPT approached the a priori significance
threshold (P � 0.07, for both comparisons).

The estimated marginal means, with statistical
significance of post hoc contrasts between groups, are
shown in Figure 2. Post hoc contrasts revealed that the
high pain/low knee OA grade group had significantly
greater pain in response to the mechanical phasic stimuli
in the finger than each of the other groups and signifi-
cantly more thermal phasic pain in the forearm than the
low pain/high knee OA grade group and the high
pain/high knee OA grade group. The high pain/low knee
OA grade group also had a significantly lower trapezius
muscle PPT and significantly higher pain ratings during
cold pressor testing than the low pain/high knee OA
grade group. After Dunnett’s correction for multiple
comparisons, only the thermal phasic pain contrast with
the high pain/high knee OA grade group fell beyond the
threshold of significance (P � 0.06). Because group
differences were observed in income, education, and
employment status (Table 2), we conducted an addi-
tional post hoc analysis to determine if these variables
accounted for variance in the group effects observed.
Although income (P � 0.04) and education (P � 0.000)
were both significant covariates, their inclusion in the
overall model did not alter the significance of any of the
between-group effects.

Taken together, the data show that knee OA
patients reporting high levels of clinical pain in the
absence of moderate-to-severe radiographic knee OA
exhibit hypersensitivity across threshold and supra-
threshold QST measures at unaffected anatomic sites
distal to the index knee, suggesting that this group may
be more vulnerable to the development of central sen-
sitization. Conversely, patients reporting low levels of
clinical pain in the presence of moderate-to-severe ra-
diographic evidence were less pain sensitive on most
measures, suggesting that this group may be resilient to
the development of central sensitization.

Pain/knee OA grade subgroup differences in con-
ditioned pain modulation. The between-subjects effect
of pain/knee OA grade group membership on CPM was
not significant (P � 0.85).

DISCUSSION

In the current study, we sought to characterize
the QST and psychosocial profiles of subgroups of knee

OA patients defined according to the relative congru-
ence of clinical pain and radiographic severity of knee
OA. Several novel findings emerged from the analyses.
Consistent with our hypotheses, patients with elevated
levels of clinical pain in the absence of moderate-to-
severe radiographic evidence of pathologic changes were
consistently the most pain sensitive across measures
distal to the index knee, suggesting evidence of central
sensitization. The pattern of findings is evidence against
the possibility that QST differences were simply a func-
tion of the reporting of high levels of clinical pain. If
this were true, the 2 groups with high levels of pain
should have been equivalent across measures. Instead,
the high pain/low knee OA grade emerged as the most
pain-sensitive group. Thus, these findings suggest that
central sensitization may be an endophenotype marker
of chronic pain in knee OA patients who report high
levels of clinical pain in the absence of moderate-to-
severe radiographic evidence of pathology, which may
help to explain the often-noted phenomenon of
minimal-to-modest relationship between self-reported
pain and radiographic evidence of pathology in OA.

The group differences in QST measures were
independent of psychosocial functioning. Although the
high pain/low knee OA grade group reported elevated
symptoms of anxiety, depression, and pain catastrophiz-
ing relative to the low pain groups, statistical adjustment
for these differences did not alter the group effects on
QST measures. It is now well-established that pain and
emotions share common neurobiologic resources and
are bidirectionally related in the course of daily life
(39,40). Therefore, the potential for psychological func-
tioning to explain central sensitization abnormalities in
patients with discordant severities of clinical pain and
radiographic knee OA may be better evaluated in a
prospective study design through which changes in the
strength of coupling of pain and cognitive/affective
measures can be estimated over time.

Although controlling for sleep disturbance did
not diminish the observed group effects, it is notable
that 93% of the high pain/low knee OA grade group had
comorbid insomnia, as compared to 56% of the low
pain/high knee OA grade group. It is difficult to draw
any firm conclusions from this finding because the
sample was, in part, recruited for the presence of
comorbid insomnia. One potential consideration not
reflected in our statistical control of sleep disturbance is
that other insomnia-related factors that could explain
group differences in pain sensitivity, such as inflamma-
tion (41), may be at play. The results of the present study
should therefore be replicated in an OA study designed
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without insomnia-specific recruitment strategies to de-
termine if random cases of comorbid insomnia are
similarly represented between groups and if QST pro-
files are altered should different distributions emerge.

The 4 subgroups did not differ significantly in
measures of suprathreshold pain sensitivity at affected
sites proximal to the index knee. Central sensitization is
expected to be evident at both unaffected and affected
areas in OA, and recent studies of knee OA patients
documented hypersensitivity at anatomic sites corre-
sponding to lesions discovered through imaging (14).
However, our grouping system was novel and the find-
ings cannot be directly compared to previous findings,
which were based on QST differences between OA
patients and healthy controls (see, for example, ref. 42),
as a function of clinical pain alone (see, for example, ref.
14), or only at sites of referred pain (see, for example,
ref. 13). Inspection of the group mean QST responses
at affected sites does in fact suggest that the high
pain/low knee OA grade group was hypersensitive rela-
tive to both of the low pain groups. Thus, the nonsignif-
icant between-group effect appears to be driven by the
similarity of the 2 high pain groups. More work is
necessary to determine why the high pain/high knee OA
grade group was especially sensitive at affected, but not
unaffected, anatomic sites. It is possible that local factors
not measured in this study, such as inflammation, intro-
duced additional between-group variance to the QST
response at affected sites. In future studies, a more
precise pain sensitivity mapping technology, as described
by Arendt-Nielsen et al (14), could be applied to more
accurately evaluate the group differences we observed in
the present study.

Contrary to the results on tests of pain sensitivity,
the 4 subgroups were equivalent on the test of CPM.
These findings are somewhat unexpected, given several
recent studies documenting deficient pain inhibitory
processing in patients with painful knee OA (14) and in
patients with a variety of idiopathic pain disorders
(43–45). It is not clear why the group differences from
the present study favored measures of central pain
facilitation over pain inhibition. Hypotheses accounting
for this discrepancy, such as variability across studies in
measurement techniques or neurobiologic system-
specific effects for this particular set of subgroups (i.e.,
opioidergic versus glutamatergic), should be investigated
in future studies.

The findings of the current study have potentially
important clinical implications. It is of critical interest to
the field to identify vulnerability and resilience factors
that contribute to, or protect against, the transition from

mild arthritis to severe arthritis. The finding that the
high pain/low knee OA grade group was more pain
sensitive than the other groups raises the question of
whether they are in a transitional stage from mild to
severe joint pathology. It would be important to know
if the patterns of central sensitization observed in this
group can be reversed with treatment (e.g., anticonvul-
sants; selective serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake
inhibitors) and whether there is a particular window of
opportunity during the course of disease progression
when treatments are the most effective. One future
direction of research, for example, could be to evaluate
whether this subgroup responds differently to analgesic
medications or other centrally acting agents relative to
other OA patients. Similarly, it would be interesting to
evaluate the medical management of low levels of
clinical pain in the presence of severe radiographic knee
OA and determine what clinical factors (e.g., preventa-
tive physical therapy) promote this group’s resilience over
time. This group demonstrated relatively higher pain
thresholds and lower ratings of phasic and tonic noxious
stimuli applied at multiple body sites, as well as higher
psychosocial functioning. Whether dimensions of neuro-
biologic resilience, such as a homeostatically balanced
mesolimbic dopaminergic system activity (46), or psy-
chosocial resilience, such as healthy affective regulation
(see, for example, ref. 47), contribute to the pain re-
sponse in this group remains to be determined and
should also be taken up in future investigations.

Several limitations of this study deserve mention.
First, the fact that these analyses were performed on a
secondary data set limits our explanatory reach in
accounting for the specific mechanisms associated with
the effects reported here. On a related note, as part of
the aims of the parent study, the majority of participants
were recruited for the presence of comorbid insomnia.
However, we view this as a minor limitation to the
generality of the findings, since symptoms of insomnia
are highly prevalent in OA, and epidemiologic estimates
suggest that as many as 58% of OA patients in the
general population experience significant sleep distur-
bance at least 3 nights per week (48).

The relatively small sample size may have limited
power to detect effects, which may account for the lack
of significant group effects on QST measures proximal
to the index knee. Also owing to the small sample size,
we chose to use a median split of WOMAC scores for
grouping purposes, rather than select at the extreme
ends of the scale. As a result, this may have underesti-
mated the effect sizes due to the similarity of patients
whose scores fall at or close to the median.
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In conclusion, we identified a subgroup of knee
OA patients who display abnormalities in pain process-
ing that are consistent with central sensitization, as well
as a subgroup of patients who may be resilient to these
abnormalities despite prominent joint degeneration.
The findings provide support for the notion that central
sensitization is an endophenotype for chronic pain in
knee OA and contributes to the ongoing debate sur-
rounding the variable association of clinical pain and
radiographic severity of knee OA.
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